
ASSIGNMENT OF INFORMATICS PRACTICES 

FOR CLASS XII 
 

INTRODUCTION TO PYTNON 

It is widely used general purpose, high level programming language. Developed by Guido van 

Rossum in 1991. It is used for: software development, web development (server-side), system 

scripting, Mathematics. 

Features of Python 

1. Easy to use – Due to simple syntax rule 

2. Interpreted language – Code execution & interpretation line by line 

3. Cross-platform language – It can run on windows, linux, macinetosh etc. equally 

4. Expressive language – Less code to be written as it itself express the purpose of the code. 

5. Completeness – Support wide rage of library 

6. Free & Open Source – Can be downloaded freely and source code can be modify for 

improvement 

 

How to work in Python: 

After installation of python, we can work 

on it in following ways: 

(i) Interactive mode: In interactive 

mode Search the python.exe file 

in the drive in which it is 

installed. If found double click it 

to start python in interactive 

mode. 

 

Click start button -> All programs -> python<version>->IDLE(Python GUI) 

 

 

(ii) Script mode: In script mode  

 

 

 

 

 



Step 1 (Create program file) 
Below steps are for simple hello world program 
a. Click Start button->All Programs -> Python<version>->IDLE 
b. Now click File->New in IDLE Python Shell Now type 

print “hello” 
print “world” 
print “python is”,”object oriented programming lang.”  

c. Click File->Save and then save the file with filename and .py extension 
(ii) in Script mode 
Step 2 (Run program file) 
a. Click Open command from IDLE’s File menu and select the file you have already saved 
b. Click Run-> Run Module 
c. It will execute all the commands of program file and display output in separate python 

shell window. 

 
INPUT AND OUTPUT 

Example: 
var1=‘Computer Science' 
var2=‘Informatics Practices' 
print(var1,' and ',var2,' ) 
Output :- 
 
input() Function In Python allows a user to give input to a program from a keyboard. 
age = int((‘enter your age’)) 
percentage = float((‘enter percentage’)) 
input() Function In Python allows a user to give input to a program from a keyboard but returns 
the value accordingly. e.g. 
age = int(input(‘enter your age’)) 
C = age+2 #will not produce any error 
 
NOTE : input() function always enter string value in python 3. so on need int(), float() function 

can be used for data conversion. 
 
Using Python as a Calculator 

Let’s try some simple Python commands. Start the interpreter and wait for the primary 

prompt, >>>. (It shouldn’t take long.) 

Numbers 

The interpreter acts as a simple calculator: you can type an expression at it and it will 

write the value. Expression syntax is straightforward: the operators +, -, * and / work 

just like in most other languages (for example, Pascal or C); parentheses (()) can be 

used for grouping. For example: 

 

 
>>> 2 + 2 



4 
>>> 50 - 5*6 
20 
>>> (50 - 5*6) / 4 
5.0 
>>> 8 / 5  # division always returns a floating point number 
1.6 
 
# Simple printing as calculator 
>>> x=10 
>>> x 
10 
>>> 

The integer numbers (e.g. 2, 4, 20) have type int, the ones with a fractional part 

(e.g. 5.0, 1.6) have type float. We will see more about numeric types later in the 

tutorial. 

Division (/) always returns a float. To do floor division and get an integer result 

(discarding any fractional result) you can use the // operator; to calculate the 

remainder you can use %;  

Note: ‘#’ is used for Comment: 

>>> 17 / 3  # classic division returns a float 
5.666666666666667 
>>> 
>>> 17 // 3  # floor division discards the fractional part 
5 
>>> 17 % 3  # the % operator returns the remainder of the division 
2 
>>> 5 * 3 + 2  # result * divisor + remainder 
17 

With Python, it is possible to use the ** operator to calculate powers: 

>>> 5 ** 2  # 5 squared 
25 
>>> 2 ** 7  # 2 to the power of 7 
128 

The equal sign (=) is used to assign a value to a variable. Afterwards, no result is 

displayed before the next interactive prompt: 

>>> width = 20 
>>> height = 5 * 9 
>>> width * height 
900 

If a variable is not “defined” (assigned a value), trying to use it will give you an error: 

>>> n  # try to access an undefined variable 

https://docs.python.org/3.7/library/functions.html#int
https://docs.python.org/3.7/library/functions.html#float
https://docs.python.org/3.7/glossary.html#term-floor-division


Traceback (most recent call last): 
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module> 
Name Error: name 'n' is not defined 

There is full support for floating point; operators with mixed type operands convert the 

integer operand to floating point: 

>>> 4 * 3.75 - 1 
14.0 

In interactive mode, the last printed expression is assigned to the variable _. This 

means that when you are using Python as a desk calculator, it is somewhat easier to 

continue calculations, for example: 

>>> tax = 12.5 / 100 
>>> price = 100.50 
>>> price * tax 
12.5625 
>>> price + _ 
113.0625 
>>> round(_, 2) 
113.06 

This variable should be treated as read-only by the user. Don’t explicitly assign a value 

to it — you would create an independent local variable with the same name masking the 

built-in variable with its magic behavior. 

In addition to int and float, Python supports other types of numbers, such 

as Decimal and Fraction. Python also has built-in support for complex numbers, and 

uses the j or J suffix to indicate the imaginary part (e.g. 3+5j). 

Input and Output: There are several ways to present the output of a program; data can be 

printed in a human-readable form, or written to a file for future use. This chapter will discuss 

some of the possibilities. 

Output by print statement 

print('This sentence is output to the screen') 

# Output:  

This sentence is output to the screen 

a = 5 

print('The value of a is', a) 

# Output:  

The value of a is 5 
 

Input by input statement 

>>> num = input('Enter a number: ') 

Enter a number: 10 

>>> num 

'10 

#Prints the value of num 

https://docs.python.org/3.7/library/functions.html#int
https://docs.python.org/3.7/library/functions.html#float
https://docs.python.org/3.7/library/decimal.html#decimal.Decimal
https://docs.python.org/3.7/library/fractions.html#fractions.Fraction
https://docs.python.org/3.7/library/stdtypes.html#typesnumeric


 
Token: Smallest individual unit in a program is known as token. 
1. Keywords 
2. Identifiers 
3. Literals 
4. Operators 
5. punctuators 
 
Keywords are Reserve word of the compiler/interpreter which can’t be used as identifier. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Identifiers: A Python identifier is a name used to identify a variable, function, class, module or other 
object. An identifier starts with a letter A to Z or a to z or an underscore (_) followed by zero or more 
letters, underscores and digits (0 to 9). 
* Python does not allow special characters 
* Identifier must not be a keyword of Python. 
* Python is a case sensitive programming language. 
Thus, Rollnumber and rollnumber are two different identifiers in Python. 
Some valid identifiers : Mybook, file123, z2td, date_2, _no 
Some invalid identifiers : 2rno, break, my.book, data-cs 
 
Some additional naming conventions: 
1. Class names start with an uppercase letter. All other identifiers start with a lowercase letter. 
2. Starting an identifier with a single leading underscore indicates that the identifier is private. 
3. Starting an identifier with two leading underscores indicates a strong private identifier. 
4. If the identifier also ends with two trailing underscores, the identifier is a language-defined special 

name. 
 
 
Literals: Literals in Python can be defined as number, text, or other data that represent values to be 

stored in variables. 

and exec not 

as finally or 

assert for pass 

break from print 

class global raise 

continue if return 

def import try 

del in while 

elif is with 

else lambda yield 

except   



Example of String Literals in Python name = ‘Johni’ , fname =“johny” 
Example of Integer Literals in Python(numeric literal) age = 22 
Example of Float Literals in Python(numeric literal) height = 6.2 
Example of Special Literals in Python name = None 
 
Operators: It can be defined as symbols that are used to perform operations on operands. 
Types of Operators: 
1. Arithmetic Operators. 
2. Relational Operators. 
3. Assignment Operators. 
4. Logical Operators. 
5. Bitwise Operators 
6. Membership Operators 
7. Identity Operators 
 
1. Arithmetic Operators: These are used to perform arithmetic operations like addition,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. Relational Operators: Relational Operators are used to compare the values. 

3. Assignment Operators: Used to assign values to the variables. 
 

Operators Description Example 

+ perform addition of two number a+b 

- perform subtraction of two number a-b 

/ perform division of two number a/b 

* perform multiplication of two number a*b 

% Modulus = returns remainder a%b 

// 
Floor Division = remove digits after the 
decimal point 

a//b 

** Exponent = perform raise to power a**b 

Operators Description Example 

== Equal to, return true if a equals to b a == b 

!= Not equal, return true if a is not equals to b a != b 

> Greater than, return true if a is greater than b a > b 

>= Greater than or equal to , return true if a is greater than b or a is equals to b a >= b 

< Less than, return true if a is less than b a < b 

<= Less than or equal to , return true if a is less than b or a is equals to b a <= b 

Operators Description Example 

= Assigns values from right side operands to left side operand a=b 

+= Add 2 numbers and assigns the result to left operand. a+=b 

/= Divides 2 numbers and assigns the result to left operand. a/=b 

*= Multiply 2 numbers and assigns the result to left operand. A*=b 

-= Subtracts 2 numbers and assigns the result to left operand. A-=b 

%= modulus 2 numbers and assigns the result to left operand. a%=b 

//= Perform floor division on 2 numbers and assigns the result to left operand. a//=b 

**= calculate power on operators and assigns the result to left operand. a**=b 



4. Logical Operators: Logical Operators are used to perform logical operations on the given two 
variables or values. 
 

Operators Description Example 

and return true if both condition are true x and y 

or return true if either or both condition are true x or y 

not reverse the condition not(a>b) 

 
a=30 
b=20 
if(a==30 and b==20): 

print('hello') 
 

Output :- 
hello 
  
6. Membership Operators: The membership operators in Python are used to validate whether a value is 

found within a sequence such as such as strings, lists, or tuples. 
E.g. 
 

a = 22 
list = [22,99,27,31] 
In_Ans = a in list 
NotIn_Ans = a not in list 
print(In_Ans) 
print(NotIn_Ans) 
 

Output :- 
True 
False 
 
7. Identity Operators: Identity operators in Python compare the memory locations of two objects. 

Operators Description Example 
is returns true if two variables point the same object, else false a is b 

is not returns true if two variables point the different object, else false a is not b 

  
e.g. 
 
a = 34 
b=34 
if (a is b): 
 print('both a and b has same identity') 
else: 
 print('a and b has different identity') b=99 
if (a is b): 
 print('both a and b has same identity') 
else: 
 print('a and b has different identity')  
 
Output :- 
both a and b has same identity a and b has different identity 
 



Punctuators: Used to implement the grammatical and structure of Syntax. Following are the python 
punctuators. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Barebone of a python program: 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

A python program contains the following components: 
a. Expression 
b. Statement 
c. Comments 
d. Function 
e. Block &n indentation 

 
a. Expression:  which is evaluated and produce result. E.g.  (20 + 4) / 4 
b. Statement: instruction that does something. 

e.g. 
a = 20 
print("Calling in proper sequence") 

 
c. Comments : which is readable for programmer but ignored by python interpreter 

i. Single line comment: Which begins with # sign. 
ii. Multi line comment (docstring): either write multiple line beginning with # sign or use triple 

quoted multiple line. E.g. 

  ‘’’ this is my  



     first  
     python multiline comment 

  ‘’’ 

d. Function: a code that has some name and it can be reused .e.g.  keyArgFunc in above program 
e. Block & indentation: Group of statements is block. indentation at same level create a block. e.g. all 

3 statement of keyArgFunc function 
 
Data Types In Python: 
 
1. Number 
2. String 
3. Boolean 
4. List 
5. Tuple 
6. Set 
7. Dictionary 

 

A string is a sequence of characters. In python we can create string using single (' ') or double quotes (" 
"). Both are same in python. 
e.g. 
 
str='computer science' 
print('str-', str)  # print string 
print('str[0]-', str[0])  # print first char 'h' 
print('str[1:3]-', str[1:3])  # print string from position 1 to 3 'ell' 
print('str[3:]-', str[3:]) # print string staring from 3rd char 'llo world' 
print('str *2-', str *2 ) # print string two times 
print("str +'yes'-", str +'yes')  # concatenated string 
 

Output: 
str- computer science 
str[0]- c 
str[1:3]- om 
str[3:]- puter science 
str *2- computer sciencecomputer science str +'yes'- computer scienceyes 
 

Iterating through string 
str='comp sc' 
for i in str: 
 print(i) 
 
 
Output: 
c 
o 
m 
p 
 
s 
c 
 

Boolean In Python: It is used to store two possible values either true or false 
 
e.g. 
str="comp sc" 



boo=str.isupper() # test if string contains upper case print(boo) 
 
Output: 
False 
 

List In Python: List are collections of items and each item has its own index value. 
 
e.g.  
list =[6,9] 
list[0]=55 
print(list[0]) 
print(list[1]) 
 
OUTPUT: 
55 
9 
 

Tuple In Python: List and tuple, both are same except ,a list is mutable python objects and tuple is 
immutable Python objects. Immutable Python objects mean you cannot modify the contents of a tuple 
once it is assigned. 
 
e.g.  
 
tup=(66,99) 
Tup[0]=3 # error message will be displayed print(tup[0]) 
print(tup[1]) 
 

Dictionary In Python: It is an unordered collection of items and each item consist of a key and a value. 
e.g. 
 
dict = {'Subject': 'comp sc', 'class': '11'} print(dict) 
print ("Subject : ", dict['Subject']) 
print ("class : ", dict.get('class')) 
 
Output: 
{'Subject': 'comp sc', 'class': '11'} 
Subject : comp sc 
class : 11 

 

CONDITION AND LOOPING 
 
Flowchart: A flowchart is simply a graphical representation of steps. It shows steps in a sequential order, 
and is widely used in presenting flow of algorithms, workflow or processes. Typically, flowchart shows 
the steps as boxes of various kinds, and their order by connecting them with arrows. 
 
Control Statements: Control statements are used to control the flow of execution depending upon the 
specified condition/logic. There are three types of control statements. 
1. Decision Making Statements 
2. Iteration Statements (Loops) 
3. Jump Statements (break, continue, pass) 
 
Decision Making Statement: Decision making statement used to control the flow of execution of 
program depending upon condition. There are three types of decision making statement. 
1. if statements 



2. if-else statements 
3. Nested if-else statement 
 
1. If statements: An if statement is a 
programming conditional statement that, if 
proved true, performs a function or displays 
information. 
 
if statements: 
Syntax: 
if(condition): 
 statement 
 [statements] 
 
 
 
 
e.g. 
noofbooks = 2 
if (noofbooks == 2): 
 print('You have ') 
 print(‘two books’) 
print(‘outside of if statement’) 
 
Output: 
You have two books 
 
Note: To indicate a block of code in Python, you must indent each line of the block by the same amount. 
In above e.g. both print statements are part of if condition because of both are at same level indented 
but not the third print statement. 
 
Using logical operator in if statement 
 
x=1 
y=2 
if(x==1 and y==2): 
 print(‘condition matcing the criteria') 
 
Output :- 
condition matcing the criteria 
 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
a=100 
if not(a == 20): 
 print('a is not equal to 20') 
Output :- 
a is not equal to 20 
 
2. if-else Statements: If-else statement executes 
some code if the test expression is true 
(nonzero) and some other code if the test 
expression is false. 
Syntax: 
 
 



if(condition):  
 statements 
else: 
 statements 
 
e.g. 
a=10 
if(a < 100):  
 print(‘less than 100') 
else: 
 print(‘more than equal 100') 
 
OUTPUT 
less than 100 
 
 
 
 
3. Nested if-else statement: The nested if...else statement allows you to check for multiple test 
expressions and execute different codes for more than two conditions. 
 
Syntax 
 
If (condition):  
 statements 
elif (condition):  
 statements 
else: 
 statements 
 
e.g. 
num = float(input("Enter a number: ")) 
if num >= 0: 
 if num == 0: 
 print("Zero") 
 else: 
 print("Positive number") 
else: 
 print("Negative number") 
 
 
OUTPUT 
Enter a number: 5 
Positive number 
 
Iteration Statements (Loops): Iteration statements (loop) are used to execute a block of statements as 
long as the condition is true. Loops statements are used when we need to run same code again and 
again. 
 
Python Iteration (Loops) statements are of three type : 
1. While Loop 
2. For Loop 
3. Nested For Loops 
 



1. While Loop: It is used to execute a block of statement as long as a given condition is true. And when 
the condition become false, the control will come out of the loop. The condition is checked every time at 
the beginning of the loop. 
 
Syntax 
while (condition): 
 statement 
 [statements] 
 
e.g. 
x = 1 
while (x <= 4): 
 print(x) 
 x = x + 1 
Output: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
 
While Loop With Else: 
Exp: 
 
x = 1 
while (x < 3): 
 print('inside while loop value of x is ',x) 
 x = x + 1 
else: 
 print('inside else value of x is ', x) 
 
Output: 
inside while loop value of x is 1 
inside while loop value of x is 2 
inside else value of x is 5 
 
Infinite While Loop: 
e.g. 
x = 5 
while (x == 5): 
 print(‘inside loop') 
 
Output: 
Inside loop 
Inside loop 
… 
… 
 
2. For Loop: It is used to iterate over items of any sequence, such as a list or a string. 
 
Syntax: 
for val in sequence: 
   statements 
 
e.g. 
for i in range(3,5): 



   print(i) 
 
Output: 
3 
4 
 
for i in range(5,3,-1): 
 print(i) 
 
Output: 
5 
4 
 
range() Function Parameters:  
start (Optional): Starting number of the sequence, but default is 0. 
Stop (Mandatory): Generate numbers up to, but not including this number. 
Step (Optional): Determines the increment between each numbers in the sequence, default is +1. 
 
 
For Loop With Else using range(): 
 
e.g. 
for i in range(1, 4): 
 print(i) 
else:   # Executed because no break in for  
 print("No Break") 
 
Output 
1 
2 
3 
4 
No Break 
 
Nested For Loop: 
e.g. 
for i in range(1,3): 
 for j in range(1,11): 
 k=i*j 
 print (k, end=' ') 
 print() 
 
Output: 
12345678910 
2468101214161820 
 
Jump Statements: Jump statements are used to transfer the program's control from one location to 
another. Means these are used to alter the flow of a loop like - to skip a part of a loop or terminate a 
loop. 
 
There are three types of jump statements used in python. 
1.break 
2.continue 
3.pass 
  



1.break: it is used to terminate the loop. 
 
e.g. 
for val in "string": 
 if val == "i": 
 break 
 print(val) 
print("The end") 
 
Output: 
s 
t 
r 
The end 
 
 
 
 
2. Continue: It is used to skip all the remaining statements in the loop and move controls back to the top 
of the loop. 
 
e.g. 
for val in "init": 
 if val == "i": 
 continue 
 print(val) 
print("The end") 
 
Output: 
n 
t 
The end 
 
3. pass Statement: This statement does nothing. It can be used when a statement is required 
syntactically but the program requires no action. 
 
Use in loop: 
 
while True: 
 pass # Busy-wait for keyboard interrupt (Ctrl+C) 
 
In function: It makes a controller to pass by without executing any code. 
 
e.g. 
def myfun(): 
 pass  #if we don’t use pass here then error message will be shown  
print(‘My program') 
 
OUTPUT: 
My program 
 
e.g. 
for i in 'initial': 
 if(i == 'i'): 
 pass 



 else: 
 print(i) 
 
OUTPUT: 
n 
t 
a 
L 
 
NOTE : continue forces the loop to start at the next iteration while pass means "there is no code to 
execute here" and will continue through the remainder or the loop body. 

#1. WAP to find the sum of any 2 numbers 

a=int(input("Enter the value of a ")) 

b=int(input("Enter the value of b ")) 

s=a+b 

print ("Sum is =>",s) 

#2. WAP to find the sum of any 2 numbers 

a=int(input("Enter the value of a ")) 

b=int(input("Enter the value of b ")) 

s=a+b 

print ("Sum is =>",s) 

#3. WAP to find the division of any 2 numbers 

a=int(input("Enter the value of a ")) 

b=int(input("Enter the value of b ")) 

s=a/b 

print ("Quotient is =>",s) 

 

#4. WAP to find the product of any 2 numbers 

a=int(input("Enter the value of a ")) 

b=int(input("Enter the value of b ")) 

s=a*b 

print ("Product is =>",s) 

 

#5. WAP to find the Area and Perimeter of Rectangle 

x=int(input("Enter the value of Length ")) 

y=int(input("Enter the value of Breadth ")) 

a=x*y 

r=2*(x+y) 

print ("Area is =>",a) 

print ("Perimeter is =>",r) 

#6 WAP to find the greater number of any 2 numbers 

N1=input("F No") 
N2=input("L No") 



N3=input("3rd no") 
if (N1>N2): 
        g=N1 
else: 
        g=N2 
s=(int)(N1+N2) 
print ("sum",s) 
print("Greater no",g) 

#7 WAP to find the greatest number among 3 numbers 

a=int(input("Enter the value of a")) 

b=int(input("Enter the value of b")) 

c=int(input("Enter the value of c")) 

if(a==b) and (b==c): 

        print("all are equal") 

elif(a>b) and (a>c): 

        g=a 

elif(b>a) and (b>c):  

        g=b 

else: 

        g=c 

 

        print ("Greatest is =>",g) 

 

 

#8 WAP to check if the number is positive, print an appropriate message 
 

num = 3 

if num > 0: 

    print(num, "is a positive number.") 

print("This is always printed.") 

 

num = -1 

if num > 0: 

    print(num, "is a positive number.") 

print("This is also always printed.") 

 

 
 
#9 WAP to check if the number is positive or negative 
num = 3 

if num >= 0: 

    print("Positive or Zero") 

else: 

    print("Negative number") 

 

 
#10 WAP to check if the number is positive or negative using multiple if….else 
num = float(input("Enter a number: ")) 

if num >= 0: 

    if num == 0: 

        print("Zero") 

    else: 

        print("Positive number") 

else: 

    print("Negative number") 

 



 
 
#11 WAP to check if the number is positive or negative using if….elif…else 
num = float(input("Enter a number: ")) 

if num > 0: 

    print("Positive number") 

elif num == 0: 

    print("Zero") 

else: 

    print("Negative number") 

 

#12 Python program to check if the input number is odd or even. 
num = int(input("Enter a number: ")) 

if (num % 2) == 0: 

   print(num , "is Even") 

else: 

   print(num ,"is Odd") 

 

 
 
#13 Python program to check if the input year is a leap year or not 
year = int(input("Enter a year: ")) 

if (year % 4) == 0: 

   if (year % 100) == 0: 

       if (year % 400) == 0: 

           print(year ,"is a leap year") 

       else: 

           print(year,"is not a leap year") 

   else: 

       print(year,"is a leap year") 

else: 

   print("{0} is not a leap year".format(year)) 

 
 
#14 Program to check the character is vowel  
x=input('Enter a character ') 

if (x=='a' or x=='A'): 

        print (x,'is vowel') 

if(x=='e' or x=='E'): 

        print(x,'is vowel') 

if(x=='i' or x=='I'): 

        print(x,'is vowel') 

if(x=='o' or x=='O'): 

        print(x,'is vowel') 

if(x=='u' or x=='U'): 

        print(x,'is vowel') 

LOOPING 

#15 WAP to find sum of n 
 

n = int(input("Enter n: ")) 

sum = 0 

i = 1 

while i <= n: 

        sum = sum + i 

        i = i+1    # increment 

         

print("The sum is", sum) 

 



 
Output: 
Enter n: 4 

The sum is 10 

 

 

#16 WAP to find sum of n 
 

n = int(input("Enter n: ")) 

sum = 0 

i = 1 

 

while i <= n: 

        sum = sum + i 

        i = i+1    # increment 

        print("The value is",i) 

 

 

 

 

 

Output: 
Enter n: 4 

The value is 2 

The value is 3 

The value is 4 

The value is 5 

 
 
#17 WAP to find the sum of all numbers 
n = int(input("Enter n: ")) 
sum = 0 
i = 1 
 
while i <= n: 
    sum = sum + i 
    i = i+1    # increment 
print("The sum is", sum) 

 
Output: 
Enter n: 5 
The sum is 1    2 
The sum is 3    3 
The sum is 6    4 
The sum is 10    5 
The sum is 15    6 
The sum is 15    6 

 
#18 WAP to display: 

  *** 
  ***  
  *** 
n = int(input("Enter n: ")) 

i=1 

while i<=n: 

        x="*" *n 

        print(x) 



        i=i+1 

 
 
 
#19 WAP to display: 

   * 
  **  
  *** 
 
n = int(input("Enter n: ")) 
i=1 
while i<=n: 
        x="*" * i 
        print(x) 
        i=i+1 
 
 
 
#20 WAP to display: 

     * 
   **  
  *** 
 

 
n = int(input("Enter n: ")) 
i=1 
j=n-1 
while i<n: 
        y=" "*j  
        x="*" * i 
        print(y,x) 
        i=i+1 
        j=j-1 
 
 

LIST 

A list is a collection which is ordered and changeable. In Python lists are written with square brackets. It 

is a collection of items and each item has its own index value. Index of first item is 0 and the last item is 

n-1.Here n is number of items in a list. 

Indexing a list: 

 

Examples: Create & run a List: 

Exp1: 
list1 = *‘English', ‘Hindi', 1997, 2000+; 
list2 = [11, 22, 33, 44, 55 ]; 



list3 = ["a", "b", "c", "d"]; 
 
Exp2: 
mylist = ["apple", "banana", "cherry", "orange", "kiwi", "melon", "mango"]  
print(mylist[1]) 
print(mylist[-1]) 
print(mylist [2:5]) 
print(mylist[-4:-1]) 
 
Output: 
*‘banana’+  
*‘mango’+ 
['cherry', 'orange', 'kiwi'] 
['orange', 'kiwi', 'melon'] 
 
 
 
Iterating Through A List or raversing List: List elements can be accessed using looping statement. 

e.g. 
list =[3,5,9] 
for i in range(0, len(list)): 
 print(list[i]) 
 
Output: 
3 
5 
9 
Slicing of A List:  List elements can be accessed in subparts. 

e.g. 

list =['I','N','D','I','A'] 
print(list[0:3]) 
print(list[3:]) 
print(list[:]) 
 
Output: 
['I', 'N', 'D'] 
['I', 'A'] 
['I', 'N', 'D', 'I', 'A'] 
 
Updating Lists: We can update single or multiple elements of lists by giving the slice on the left-hand 
side of the assignment operator. 
 
e.g. 
list = ['English', 'Hindi', 1997, 2000] 
print ("Value available at index 2 : ", list[2]) 
list[2:3] = 2001,2002 #list[2]=2001 for single item update print ("New value available at index 2 : ", 
list[2]) 
print ("New value available at index 3 : ", list[3])  
 
Output: 
('Value available at index 2 : ', 1997) 
('New value available at index 2 : ', 2001) 



('New value available at index 3 : ', 2002) 
 

Add Item to A List: append() method is used to add an Item to a List. 
 

e.g. 
list=[1,2] 
print('list before append', list) 
list.append(3) 
print('list after append', list) 
 
Output: 
('list before append', [1, 2]) 
('list after append', [1, 2, 3]) 
 
NOTE :- extend() method can be used to add multiple item at a time in list.eg - list.extend([3,4]) 
Add Two Lists: 
e.g. 
list = [1,2] 
list2 = [3,4] 
list3 = list + list2 
print(list3) 
 
OUTPUT: 
[1,2,3,4] 
 
Delete Item From A List: 
 

e.g. 
list=[1,2,3] 
print('list before delete', list) 
del list [1] 
print('list after delete', list) 
 
Output: 
 ('list before delete', [1, 2, 3]) 
 ('list after delete', [1, 3]) 
 
e.g. 
del list[0:2]  # delete first two items del list # delete entire list 
 
Important methods and functions of List: 
 

Function Description 

list.append() Add an Item at end of a list 

list.extend() Add multiple Items at end of a list 

list.insert() insert an Item at a defined index 

list.remove() remove an Item from a list 

del list[index] Delete an Item from a list 

list.clear() empty all the list 



WAP to find the largest number in a list using sort 

a=[] 
n=int(input("Enter number of elements:")) 
for i in range(1,n+1): 
 b=int(input("Enter element:")) 
 a.append(b) 
a.sort() 
print("Largest element is:", a[n-1]) 
 

 

WAP to find the Maximum & Minimum 

list1, list2 = [123, 'xyz', 'zara', 'abc'], [456, 700, 200] 
print "Max value element : ", max(list1) 
print "Max value element : ", max(list2) 
 
Output: 
Max value element : zara 
Max value element : 700 

 

WAP to search a value in a list 

list_of_elements = [4, 2, 8, 9, 3, 7] 
x = int(input("Enter number to search: ")) 
found = False 
for i in range(len(list_of_elements)): 
 if(list_of_elements[i] == x): 
  found = True 
  print("%d found at %dth position"%(x,i)) 
  break 
if(found == False): 
 print("%d is not in list"%x) 

 

list.pop() Remove an Item at a defined index 

list.index() Return index of first matched item 

list.sort() Sort the items of a list in ascending or descending order 

list.reverse() Reverse the items of a list 

len(list) Return total length of the list. 

max(list) Return item with maximum value in the list. 

min(list) Return item with min value in the list. 

list(seq) Converts a tuple, string, set, dictionary into list. 

  



DICTIONARY 

Dictionary is an unordered collection of items where each item consist of a key and a value. It is 

mutable (can modify its contents) but Key must be unique and immutable. 

It is enclosed in curly braces {} and each item is separated from other item by a comma(,). 

Within each item, key and value are separated by a colon (:). 

e.g. 

dict = ,‘Subject': ‘Informatic Practices', 'Class': ‘11'- 

Accessing List Item: 

dict = {'Subject': 'Informatics Practices', 'Class': 11}  
print(dict) 
print ("Subject : ", dict['Subject']) 
print ("Class : ", dict.get('Class')) 
 
OUTPUT 
{'Class': '11', 'Subject': 'Informatics Practices'} 
('Subject : ', 'Informatics Practices') 
('Class : ', 11) 
 
Iterating Through A Dictionary:  
Following example will show how dictionary items can be accessed through loop. 
e.g. 
dict = {'Subject': 'Informatics Practices', 'Class': 11} for i in dict: 
print(dict[i]) 
 
OUTPUT 
11 
Informatics Practices 
 
Updating Dictionary Elements:  
We can change the individual element of dictionary. 
e.g. 
dict = {'Subject': 'Informatics Practices', 'Class': 11}  
dict['Subject']='computer science'  
print(dict) 
 
OUTPUT 
{'Class': 11, 'Subject': 'computer science'} 
  
Deleting Dictionary Elements: 
del, pop() and clear() statement are used to remove elements from the dictionary. 
 
e.g. 
dict = {'Subject': 'Informatics Practices', 'Class': 11}  
print('before del', dict) 
del dict['Class']  # delete single element  
print('after item delete', dict) 
del dict   #delete whole dictionary  
print('after dictionary delete', dict) 



 
Output: 
('before del', {'Class': 11, 'Subject': 'Informatics Practices'}) 
('after item delete', {'Subject': 'Informatics Practices'}) 
('after dictionary delete', <type 'dict'>) 
 
pop() method is used to remove/delete a particular item in a dictionary. 
clear() method is used to remove all elements from the dictionary. 
 
e.g. 
dict = {'Subject': 'Informatics Practices', 'Class': 11} print('before del', dict) 
dict.pop('Class') 
print('after item delete', dict) 
dict.clear() 
print('after clear', dict) 
 
 
 
Output 
('before del', {'Class': 11, 'Subject': 'Informatics Practices'}) 
('after item delete', {'Subject': 'Informatics Practices'}) 
('after clear', {}) 
 

STRING 
String/Text Handling: Text/String is a sequence of characters,which is enclosed between either single (' ') 
or double quotes (" "), python treats both single and double quotes same. 
 

Creating String:  
e.g. 
a=‘Computer Science' 
b=“Informatics Practices“ 
 

Accessing String Elements / Finding substring without string module 
str='Computer Sciene' 
print('str-',  str) 
print('str[0]-',  str[0]) 
print('str[1:4]-', str[1:4]) 
print('str[2:]-', str[2:]) 
print('str *2-', str *2 ) 
print("str +'yes'-", str +'yes') 
 
Output: 
('str-', 'Computer Sciene') 
('str[0]-', 'C') 
('str[1:4]-', 'omp') 
('str[2:]-', 'mputer Sciene') 
('str *2-', 'Computer ScieneComputer Sciene') 
("str +'yes'-", 'Computer Scieneyes') 
 
Iterating/Traversing through string: Each character of the string can be accessed sequentially using for 
loop. 
e.g. 
str='Computer Sciene‘ 
for i in str:  
 print(i) 



 
Output: 
C 
o 
m 
p 
u 
t 
e 
r 
 
S 
c 
i 
e 
n 
e 
  
 
String comparison: We can use ( > , < , <= , <= , == , != ) to compare two strings. Python compares string 
lexicographically i.e using ASCII value of the characters. Suppose you have str1 as "Maria" and str2 as 
"Manoj" . The first two characters from str1 and str2 ( M and M ) are compared. As they are equal, the 
second two characters are compared. Because they are also equal, the third two characters ( r and n ) 
are compared. And because 'r' has greater ASCII value than ‘n' , str1 is greater than str2 . e.g.program 
 
OUTPUT: 
print("Maria" == "Manoj")  
 False  
print("Maria" != "Manoj")   
 True 
print("Maria" > "Manoj")  
 True 
print("Maria" >= "Manoj")  
 True 
print("Maria" < "Manoj")  
 False 
print("Maria" <= "Manoj")  
 False 
print("Maria" > "")  
 True 
 

Updating Strings: String value can be updated by reassigning another value in it. 
 

e.g. 
var1 = 'Comp Sc' 
var1 = var1[:7] + ' with Python' print ("Updated String :- ",var1 ) 
 

OUTPUT: 
('Updated String :- ', 'Comp Sc with Python') 
 
String functions and methods: 
 
 
 
 



Method Result 

str.capitalize() To capitalize the string 

str.find(sub) To find the substring position 

str.isalnum() String consists of only alphanumeric characters (no symbols) 

str.isalpha() String consists of only alphabetic characters (no symbols) 

str.islower() String’s alphabetic characters are all lower case 

str.isnumeric() String consists of only numeric characters 

str.isspace() String consists of only whitespace characters 

str.istitle() String is in title case 

str.isupper() String’s alphabetic characters are all upper case 

str.lstrip(char) Returns a copy of the string with leading/trailing 

str.rstrip(char) characters 

WAP to calculate the number of digits and letters in a string: 
 
string=raw_input("Enter string:") 
count1=0 
count2=0 
for i in string: 
 if(i.isdigit()): 

 count1=count1+1 
 count2=count2+1 print("The number of digits is:")  
print(count1) 
print("The number of characters is:")  
print(count2) 
 
Program of application of more functions: 
 
s = "welcome to python"  
print(s.endswith("thon"))  
print(s.startswith("good"))  
print(s.find("come"))  
print(s.find("become"))  
print(s.rfind("o"))  
print(s.count("o")) 
 
 
OUTPUT: 
True 
False 
3 
-1 
15 
3 
 
The floor() function returns the largest integer less than or equal to the given number. 



>>>math.ceil(4.5867) 
5 
>>>math.floor(4.5687) 
4 
 
math.pow() 
The math.pow() method receives two float arguments, raises the first to the second and returns the 
result. In other words, pow(2,3) is equivalent to 2**3. 
>>>math.pow(2,4) 
16.0 
 
math.fabs() 
Returns the absolute value of x 
>>> import math 
>>> math.fabs(-5.5) 
5.5 
 
The math module contains functions for calculating various trigonometric ratios for a given angle. The 
functions (sin, cos, tan, etc.) need the angle in radians as an argument. 
>>> math.sin(270) 
-0.1760459464712114 
 
Random Module: The random module provides access to functions that support many perations. 
Perhaps the most important thing is that it allows us to generate random numbers. 
 
random.randint() 
Randint accepts two parameters: a lowest and a highest number. 
 
import random 
print (random.randint(0, 5)) 
 
This will output either 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. 
 
random.random() 
Genereate random number from 0.01 to 1.If we want a larger number, we can multiply it. 
 
import random 
print(random.random() * 100) 
 
Python Module: A module is a logical organization of Python code. Related code are grouped into a 
module which makes the code easier to understand and use. Any python module is an object with 
different attributes which can be bind and referenced. Simply, it is a file containing a set of functions 
which can be included in our application. 
Python provide inbuilt standard modules, like math, random etc 
 
math module: The math module is a standard module in Python and is always available. To use 
mathematical functions under this module, you have to import the module using import math. 
 
How to use math function 
import math 
math.sqrt(4) 
 
The math.sqrt() method returns the square root of a given number. 
>>>math.sqrt(100) 
10.0 



>>>math.sqrt(3) 
1.7320508075688772 
 
The ceil() function approximates the given number to the smallest integer, greater than or equal to the 
given floating point number.  
  

 

NUMERIC PYTHON (NumPy) 

[2]  Numeric Python (NumPy) 

NumPy stands for Numerical Python. It is the core library for scientific computing in 

Python. It consist of multidimensional array objects, and tools for working with these 

arrays. 

Numpy Array is a grid of values with same type, and is indexed by a tuple of 

nonnegative integers. The number of dimensions of it, is the rank of the array; the 

shape of an array depends upon a tuple of integers giving the size of the array along 

each dimension. 

2.1 1D-ARRAY 

Any arrays can be single or multidimensional. The number of subscript/index 

determines dimensions of the array. An array of one dimension is known as a one-

dimensional array or 1-D array 

In above diagram num is an array, it’s first element is at 0 index position, next element 

is at 1 and so 

on till last 

element at n-1 

index position. 

At 0 index 

positions value 

is 2 and at 1 

index position 

value is 5. 

 

import numpy as np 
a = np.array([500, 200, 300]) # Create a 1D Array 
print(type(a))   # Prints "<class 'numpy.ndarray'>" 
print(a.shape)   # Prints "(3,)" means dimension of array 
print(a[0], a[1], a[2])  # Prints "500 200 300" 
a[0] = 150   # Change an element of the array 
print(a) 
 
 500 200 300 
[150 200 300] 

 



2.1.1 Creation of 1D array Using functions: 

import numpy as np  
p = np.empty(5)   # Create an array of 5 elements with random values 
print(p)    
a1 = np.zeros(5)   # Create an array of all zeros float values 
print(a1)   # Prints "[0. 0. 0. 0. 0.]" 
a2 = np.zeros(5, dtype = np.int) # Create an array of all zeros int values 
print(a2)   # Prints "[0. 0. 0. 0. 0.]" 
b = np.ones(5)   # Create an array of all ones 
print(b)    # Prints "[1. 1. 1. 1. 1.]" 
c = np.full(5, 7)     # Create a constant array 
print(c)    # Prints "[7 7 7 7 7]" 
e = np.random.random(5) # Create an array filled with random values 
print(e)    
 
 

Output: 
 
[0. 0. 0. 0. 0.] 
[0 0 0 0 0] 
[1. 1. 1. 1. 1.] 
[7 7 7 7 7] 
[0.09046076  0.72398345  0.50489953  0.93995651  0.5038687 ] 
 

NUMPY ARRAY LIST 

Numpy Array works on Python list are made for 

Homogeneous types Heterogeneous types 

Python list support adding and removing of 
elements 

NumPy.Array does not support adding 
and removing of elements 

Can’t contain elements of different types Can contain elements of different types 

Smaller memory consumption More memory consumption 

Better runtime Runtime not speedy 
 

 

2.1.2 Creating 1D Array from String: 

Note:- in from string dtype and step argument can be changed. Create 1D from buffer numpy 
array from range numpy.arange (start, stop, step, dtype) 
 
import numpy as np 
data =np.fromstring('1 2', dtype=int, sep=' ') 
print(data) 
 

[1 2] 

#program 1 
import numpy as np 
x = np.arange(5)  #for float value specify dtype = float as argument 
print(x)   #print [0 1 2 3 4] 
 
[0 1 2 3 4] 



 
#program 2 
import numpy as np 
x = np.arange(10,20,2) 
print (x)   #print [10 12 14 16 18] 
 

[10 12 14 16 18] 

2.1.3 Create 1D Array from an Array 

Copy function is used to create the copy of the existing array. 

import numpy as np 
x = np.array([1, 2, 3]) 
y = x 
z = np.copy(x) 
x[0] = 10 
print(x) 
print(y) 
print(z) 
 

Output: 
[10  2  3] 
[10  2  3] 
[1 2 3] 
 

Note: When we modify x, y changes, but not z: 

 
2.1.4 Re-Indexing of Array: 
 

import numpy as np  
# Create a sequence of integers from 10 to 1 with a step of -2  
a = np.arange(10, 1, -2)   
print("\n A sequential array with a negative step: \n",a)  
# Indexes are specified inside the np.array method.  
newarr = a[np.array([3, 1, 2 ])]  
print("\n Elements at these indices are:\n",newarr) 
Output: 
A sequential array with a negative step:  
 [10  8  6  4  2] 
 

 Elements at these indices are: 
 [4 8 6] 

 

2.1.5 Slicing of numpy 1D array elements 

import numpy as np 
data = np.array([5,2,7,3,9]) 
print (data[:])  #print [5 2 7 3 9] 
print(data[1:3])  #print [2 7] 
print(data[:2])  #print [5 2] 
print(data[-2:])  #print [3 9] 

 
Output: 
[5 2 7 3 9] 



[2 7] 
[5 2] 
[3 9] 

 

2.1.6 Joining of two or more 1D array is possible with concatenate () function 

import numpy as np  
a = np.array([1, 2, 3])  
b = np.array([5, 6])  
c=np.concatenate([a,b,a])  
print(c)    #print [1 2 3 5 6 1 2 3] 
 

Output: 
[1 2 3 5 6 1 2 3] 

 

2.1.7 Print all subsets of a 1D Array 

If A {1, 3, 5}, then all the possible subsets of A are { }, {1}, {3}, {5}, {1, 3}, {3, 5} 

import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
def sub_lists(list1): 
 sublist = [[]] 
 for i in range(len(list1) + 1): 
  for j in range(i + 1, len(list1) + 1): 
   sub = list1[i:j] 
   sublist.append(sub)  
 return sublist 
x = np.array([1,2,3,4]) 
print(sub_lists(x)) 

 
Output: 
[[], array([1]), array([1, 2]), array([1, 2, 3]), array([1, 2, 3, 4]), array([2]), array([2, 3]), array([2, 3, 4]), 
array([3]), array([3, 4]), array([4])] 

 

2.1.8 Basic arithmetic operation on 1D Array: 

import numpy as np 
x = np.array([1, 2, 3,4]) 
y = np.array([1, 2, 3,4]) 
z=x+y 
print(z)    #print [2 4 6 8] 
z=x-y 
print(z)    #print [0 0 0 0] 
z=x*y 
print(z)    #print [ 1 4 9 16] z=x/y 
print(z)    #print [1. 1. 1. 1.] z=x+1 
print(z)    #print [2 3 4 5] 
 
Output: 
[2 4 6 8] 
[0 0 0 0] 



[ 1  4  9 16] 
[ 1  4  9 16] 
[ 1  4  9 16] 
 

 
.9 Aggregate operation on 1D Array: 2.1

 
import numpy as np 
x = np.array([1, 2, 3,4]) 
print(x.sum())   #print 10 
print(x.min())   #print 1 
print(x.max())   #print 4 
print(x.mean())  #print 2.5 
print(np.median(x)) #print 2.5 
 

 
Output: 
10 
1 
4 
2.5 
2.5 

 

2.2  2-D ARRAY 

In this diagram num is an array of two dimensions with 3 rows and 4 columns. 

Subscripts of rows are 0 to 2 and columns are 0 to 3. 

Two dimension (2D) arrays can be created using array method with list object with two 

dimensional elements. 

import numpy as np 
a = np.array([[3, 2, 1],[1, 2, 3]]) # Create a 2D Array 
print(type(a))   # Prints "<class 'numpy.ndarray'>" 
print(a.shape)   # Prints (2, 3) 
print(a[0][1])   # Prints 2 
a[0][1] = 150   # Change an element of the array 
print(a)    # prints [[ 3 150 1] [ 1 2      3]] 
 



(2, 3) 
2 
[[  3  150   1] 
 [  1    2      3]] 
 

2.2.1 Creation of 2D array using functions 

import numpy as np 
p = np.empty([2,2])   # Create an array of 4 elements with random values print(p) 
a1 = np.zeros([2,2])  # Create 2d array of all zeros float values 
print(a1)   # Prints [[0. 0.][0. 0.]] 
a2 = np.zeros([2,2], dtype = np.int) # Create an array of all zeros int values 
print(a2)   # Prints [[0 0] [0 0]] 
b = np.ones([2,2])   # Create an array of all ones print(b) # Prints [[1. 1.] [1. 1.]] 
c = np.full([2,2], 7)  # Create a constant array 
print(c)    # Prints [[7 7] [7 7]]    
e = np.random.random([2,2]) 
print(e) 
 
[[0. 0.] 
 [0. 0.]] 
[[0 0] 
 [0 0]] 
[[7 7] 
 [7 7]] 
[[0.07437496 0.77750505] 
 [0.93994719 0.04418107]] 

2.2.2 Creation of 2D array from 1D array using reshape () function. 

import numpy as np 
A = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6]) 
B = np.reshape(A, (2, 3)) 
print(B) 
 

[[1 2 3] 
 [4 5 6]] 
 

2.2.3 2D ARRAY SLICES 

Example-1: 
import numpy as np 
A = np.array([ 
[7, 5, 9, 4],  
[7, 6, 8, 8],  
[1, 6, 7, 7]  ]) 
print(A[:2, :3])  #prints elements of 0,1 rows and 0,1,2 columns 
print(A[:3, ::2])  #prints elements of 0,1,2 rows and alternate column position 
print(A[::-1, ::-1]) #prints elements in reverse order 
print(A[:, 0])  #prints all elements of 0 column 
print(A[0, :])  #prints all elements of 0 rows 
print(A[0])  #prints all elements of 0 row 
 
[[7 5 9] 
 [7 6 8]] 
[[7 9] 



 [7 8] 
 [1 7]] 
[[7 7 6 1] 
 [8 8 6 7] 
 [4 9 5 7]] 
[7 7 1] 
[7 5 9 4] 
[7 5 9 4] 

Example-2: 
import numpy as np 
a2 = np.array([[10, 11, 12, 13, 14], 
               [15, 16, 17, 18, 19], 
               [20, 21, 22, 23, 24], 
               [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]]) 
print(a2[1: , 2:4]) 
print("<====================>") 
print(a2[1:3,1:]) 
 
Output: 
 
[[17 18] 
 [22 23] 
 [27 28]] 
<====================> 
[[16 17 18 19] 
 [21 22 23 24]] 

 

2.2.4  

import numpy as np   
A = np.array([[7, 5], [1, 6]])   
print(np.concatenate([A, A]))  
print(np.concatenate([A, A], axis=1))  
x = np.array([1, 2])  
print(np.vstack([x, A]))  
y = np.array([[99], [99]])   
print(np.hstack([A, y]))  

[[7 5] 
 [1 6] 
 [7 5] 
 [1 6]] 
[[7 5 7 5] 
 [1 6 1 6]] 
[[1 2] 
 [7 5] 
 [1 6]] 
[[ 7  5 99] 
 [ 1  6 99]] 



2-D ARRAY – ARITHMATIC OPERATION with add, substract, multiply, divide () 2.2.5  
functions. 
 

import numpy as np  
a = np.array([[7, 5, 9], [ 2, 6, 8]]) 
print(a)    
b = np.array([10,10,10])  
c=np.add(a,b)  
print(c)    
 

c=np.subtract(a,b)  
c=np.multiply(a,b) 
c=np.divide(a,b)  
print(c)  
 

[[7 5 9] 
 [2 6 8]] 
 
[[17 15 19] 
 [12 16 18]] 
 
[[0.7 0.5 0.9] 
 [0.2 0.6 0.8]] 
 
Note: 

 If both 2d arrays are with same dimension [matrix form] then one to one arithmetic 
operation will be performed. 

 No of elements of a dimension must match otherwise error message thrown. 

 
 

2-D Array Maths functions like power, abs, ceil, floor, around and 2.2.6  
trigonometric functions like sin, cos, tan, asin etc. are supported by numpy 
 

import numpy as np  
a = np.array([[7.333, 5.223], [ 2.572, 6.119]]) 
print(np.power(a,2)) 
print(np.ceil(a))  
print(np.floor(a)) 
print(np.around(a,1))   
 

[[53.772889 27.279729] 
 [ 6.615184 37.442161]] 
 

[[8. 6.] 
 [3. 7.]] 
 
[[7. 5.] 
 [2. 6.]] 
 
[[7.3 5.2] 
 [2.6 6.1]] 

 
2D ARRAY:  identity()  2.2.7  



numpy.identy(n, dtype=None) Returns an identity matrix i.e. a square matrix with ones on the 
main diagonal, where n is int type nxn dimension array and dtype is an optional float data type 
return array. 
 
Example: 
import numpy as np 
b=np.identity(2, dtype=float) 
print(“Matrix b :\n”, b  
a=np.identity(4) 
print(“\n Matrix a: \n”, a) 
 
OUTPUT: 
Matrix b : 
[[ 1.   0.] 
 [0.    1.]] 
 
Matrix a: 
[[1.   0.   0.   0.] 
[0.   1.   0.   0.] 
[0.   0.   1.   0.]]  
    
 

2-D ARRAY: random.radint()  2.2.8  
 
numpy.random.randint(low, high=None, sixe=None, dtype=’l’) is one of the function for 
doing random sampling, that returns an array of specified shape and fills it with random integers 
from low (inclusive) to high (exclusive) which is optional, i.e. in the interval (low, high), and dtype 
is optional. 
 
Example: 
import numpy as np 
r1=np.random.randint(low=0, high=3, size=5) 
r2=np.random.randint(low=4,  size=(2,3)) 
print(“Output 1D Array : “, r1) 
print(“Output 2D Array : \n“, r2) 
 
 
OUTPUT: 
Output 1D Array:  [1  1   0   1   1] 
Output 2D Array: 
   [[1   1   0] 
   [1   0   3]] 

 
2-D ARRAY VARIANCE: The average of the squared differences from the Mean. 2.2.9  

 
STEPS: 
1. Find the mean of values 
2. Subtract value with mean value then square the result, sum all results of each value 
3. Find the average of sum value 
 

import numpy as np 
b = np.array([600,470,170,430,300])  
print(b.mean())    # prints 394.0  
print(np.var(b,ddof=0))   # prints 21704.0 
 

394.0 
21704.0 



NOTE : 
Variance is calculated like (2062 + 762 + (−224)2 + 362 + (−94)2)/5 206=600-394 and so on for 
other values 

 
2-D ARRAY COVARIANCE 2.3.1  

Covariance is a statistical measure that shows whether two variables are related by measuring 
how the variables change in relation to each other. 
 
Mathematical Formula: 
 

 
In above calculation value of A is calculated by subtracting item1 price from item1 mean price 
so on for B and all values. Covariance by dividing sum of AXB by n-1 (number of years) 

import numpy as np 
a = np.array([1000,1200,1600]) 
b = np.array([130,110,120]) 
print(np.cov(a,b,bias=True)[0,1]) 

-666.6666666666666 

2-D ARRAY CORRELATION 2.3.2  
Correlation is the scaled measure of covariance. Besides, it is dimensionless. In other words, the 
correlation coefficient is always a pure value and not measured in any units. 
Formula: 
 
 
 

   variance variance  

YEAR ITEM1 PRICE ITEM2 PRICE A B AxB 

2015 1000 130 -266.667 10 -2666.67 

2016 1200 110 -66.6667 -10 666.6667 

2017 1600 120 333.3333 10 3333.333 

 1266.666667 120   1333.333 

    covariance= 666.6667 



Cov(X,Y) – the covariance between the variables X and Y σX – the standard deviation of the X-variable σY 
– the standard deviation of the Y-variable 
 
Program: 
import numpy as np 
a = np.array([1000,1200,1600]) 
b = np.array([130,110,120]) 
print(np.corrcoef(a, b)) 
[[ 1.         -0.32732684] 
 [-0.32732684  1.        ]] 
 

 
 
 
 
 

2-D ARRAY: Linear Regression 2.3.3  
 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt def estcoefficients(x,y): 
 n=np.size(x) 
 meanx, meany = np.mean(x), np.mean(y) 
 sy = np.sum(y*x - n*meany*meanx) 
 sx = np.sum(x*x - n*meanx*meanx) 
 a=sx/sy 
 b=meany-a*meanx 
 return(a,b) 
 
def plotregline(x,y,b): 
 plt.scatter(x,y,color="r",marker="o",s=30) 
 ypred=b[0]+b[1]*x 
 plt.plot(x,ypred,color="g") 
 plt.xlabel('SIZE') 
 plt.ylabel('COST') 
 plt.show() 
x=np.array([10,20,30,40,50]) # independent variable 
y=np.array([400,800,1100,1700,2100]) # dependent variable 
b=estcoefficients(x,y) 
plotregline(x,y,b) 
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